
holography with
electrons

result measurements

Theory: Aharonov and Bohm (1959)
(see also Griffiths, Introduction to Quantum 
Mechanics 10.2.4)
Measurement: Tonomura et al. PRL 56 (1986) 792

sample

AharonovAharonov--BohmBohm effecteffect
The vector potential can affect the quantum behavior of a chargeThe vector potential can affect the quantum behavior of a charged particle d particle 
that does not encounter an electromagnetic field (in classical dthat does not encounter an electromagnetic field (in classical dynamics, ynamics, 

potentials have no influence on the fields)potentials have no influence on the fields)



Lithium film evaporated on 
a quartz filament
ℓφφφφ = 2.3 µµµµm
Lz = 1 cm
N =  10.000/2.3 = 4348
Diameter: 1.1 µµµµm
Film thickness: 0.12 µµµµm

h/2e oscillationsh/2e oscillations



polycrystalline  gold film
mean-free path: 10 nm
ρρρρ = 5 µΩµΩµΩµΩcm (4K) 
din = 784 nm; w = 41 nm

An important conclusion drawn from this 
experiment is that the electron phase is not 
randomized by elastic scattering events 
(electrons traversing the ring undergo 
thousands of such events); inelastic 
scattering destroys phase coherence.

AharonovAharonov--BohmBohm (AB) effect in a normal (AB) effect in a normal 
metal ring: h/e oscillationsmetal ring: h/e oscillations

R.A. Webb et al.
Phys. Rev. Lett. 54 (1985) 2696



C.P. Umbach et al. et al.
Phys. Rev. Lett. 56 (1986) 386

averaging over rings: AAS oscillationsaveraging over rings: AAS oscillations

• Altshuler-Aronov-Spivak (AAS)
oscillations
• period: h/2e
• AAS oscillations remain visible 
after averaging: why? 
• Why do the AB oscillations die 
out?



ℓφφφφ = 50 nm; Lz = 170 nm
diameter: 6 nm

AAS oscillations in a multiAAS oscillations in a multi--wall carbon wall carbon 
nanotubenanotube

A. Bachtold et al.
Nature 397 (1999) 673
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phasephase--coherent transportcoherent transport

• Weak localization: coherent back scattering of electron waves giving rise to an enhanced 
resistance around zero magnetic field. Observed in diffusive samples of (almost) any 
shape; observed at low temperatures and in samples with a relatively large resistance. 
Measurements allow for the determination of the phase-coherence length. 

• Weak anti-localization: spin-flip processes kill coherent backscattering and lead to a 
decrease of the resistance around zero magnetic field. 

• Universal Conductance fluctuations (UCF): the fluctuations are of the order of e2/h, 
regardless of the sample size and the degree of disorder. UCF result from a change in 
electron interference paths due to a change in the enclosed magnetic flux (but also a 
change in the chemical potential (gate) or the impurity configuration). Averages out when 
many ensembles are considered leaving only the weak localization signal. 

• AAS oscillations: coherent-backscattering in ring structures of sizes smaller than the 
phase-coherent length; effect persists for an ensemble of rings. Periodicity: h/2e.

• AB oscillations: quantum interference of two electron waves coming from the two arms in 
ring structures of sizes smaller than the phase-coherent length; effect is most pronounced 
for a single ring (effect averages out for an ensemble of rings). Periodicity: h/e. 

Which two effects have the same origin?





persistent currentspersistent currents



the onethe one--dimensional ringdimensional ring

I ~ e/τD

What is ττττD? And how is the energy ħ/ττττD called?





frequency shifts and currentfrequency shifts and current



different devicesdifferent devices



temperature dependence: temperature dependence: ThoulessThouless energyenergy


